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Abstract

We present a new method for lightweight novel-view syn-
thesis that generalizes to an arbitrary forward-facing scene.
Recent approaches are computationally expensive, require
per-scene optimization, or produce a memory-expensive
representation. We start by representing the scene with
a set of fronto-parallel semitransparent planes and after-
wards convert them to deformable layers in an end-to-end
manner. Additionally, we employ a feed-forward refinement
procedure that corrects the estimated representation by ag-
gregating information from input views. Our method does
not require any fine-tuning when a new scene is processed
and can handle an arbitrary number of views without any
restrictions. Experimental results show that our approach
surpasses recent models in terms of both common metrics
and human evaluation, with the noticeable advantage in in-
ference speed and compactness of the inferred layered ge-
ometry.

1. Introduction
A problem of novel view synthesis (NVS) consists in

predicting the view In of a scene from a novel camera
viewpoint πn, given a set of input views {Ii}Vi=1 for that
scene (also referred to as source views) and the corre-
sponding camera poses {πi}Vi=1 and intrinsic parameters
{Ki}Vi=1 [10]. Two natural origins for such input views are
handheld videos of static scenes [24, 42, 20] and shots from
a multi-camera rig [7, 2]. To this day, the best image quality
is obtained by estimating the radiance field of the scene, de-
riving it from frames of the source video that are the closest
to the novel camera pose [24, 45, 1, 26]. Nevertheless, such
approaches require fine-tuning of the model on a new scene
to achieve the best results. This limitation prevents them
from being used in settings where fast rendering is needed.

*All authors contributed equally.

On the other hand, a class of methods based on mul-
tiplane images (MPI) [48, 39, 34] provides real-time ren-
dering and good generalization, by representing the scene
with a set of fronto-parallel planes given several input im-
ages [23, 7]. One of their restrictions is the relatively large
number of semitransparent planes required to approximate
the scene geometry. To cope with this, recent works [2, 19]
proposed to generate a dense set of planes (as many as 128)
and merge them into a multilayer image (MLI) with a non-
learnable post-processing operation. This research direction
was followed by the methods which estimate the MLI end-
to-end with a neural network [12, 15].

In this paper, we present a new method for photorealistic
view synthesis, which estimates a multilayer geometry of
the scene in the form of an MLI, given an arbitrary set of
forward-facing views. A network that predicts a proxy ge-
ometry is trained on a dataset of scenes, and after that, MLI
is obtained in a feed-forward fashion for any new scene. In
contrast with prior solutions, our method is free of a pre-
defined number of input views or any neural computation
during rendering. Thus, the output representation can be
rendered in high resolution with standard graphics engines
even on devices with computational restrictions.

We refer to the proposed model as Self-improving
Multiplane-to-layer Image, or just SIMPLI. The basic steps
of our approach are outlined in the name: First, we estimate
the geometry of a scene in the form of the multiplane image,
which is converted into the multilayer image in an end-to-
end manner, see Fig. 2. Additionally, we refine the repre-
sentation with a feed-forward error correction procedure,
inspired by the DeepView paper [7], based on input views
(hence self-improving). Our evaluation shows that for test
scenes not seen during training, we can synthesize images
on par with or superior to state-of-the-art methods designed
to generalize to new scenes. Moreover, our method provides
faster inference speed.
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Rendered view Rendered depth Layer 1 (farmost) Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 (nearest)
Figure 1. The MLI representation estimated by SIMPLI with 4 deformable layers. Semitransparent layers are enumerated in the back-
to-front order. The inferred depth map is computed by overcomposing the per-layer depth maps w.r.t. the opacity extracted from the
corresponding RGBA textures.

2. Related works

Novel view synthesis for a static scene is a well-known
problem of computer vision. The main task in this field is
to produce plausible images corresponding to the camera’s
motion through the scene, based on the input information.
Early methods interpolated directly between the pixels of
the input images with restrictions on the positions of the
source cameras [8, 14, 11], used the proxy geometry of the
scene [5] or optimization accompanied with heuristics [27]
to render the scene from a new viewpoint.

The approach called Stereo magnification used MPI ge-
ometry with semitransparent planes placed in the frustum of
one of the source cameras [48]. The DeepView method re-
fined the textures of planes step-by-step with a procedure
similar to the learned gradient descent [7, 2]. Although
it was reportedly able to handle any number of input im-
ages, this was not demonstrated. The authors of the LLFF
method [23] built a separate MPI in the frustum of each
source camera and used a heuristic to blend multiple pre-
liminary novel views obtained using those MPIs to get the
resulting image. In contrast, we aggregate information from
an arbitrary number of input views and construct a single
representation for a scene.

Several works [32, 6] found the usage of layered depth
image (LDI) [31] efficient for single-image NVS, due to its
sparsity and simplicity of rendering. At the same time, es-

timating this representation in a differentiable way without
relaxation is still challenging [40]. StereoLayers [15] and
Worldsheet [12] methods represented a scene with a num-
ber of semitransparent deformable layers, a structure also
called the “multilayer image”, which is less compact than
LDI (see the discussion on terminology in Supplementary).
Nevertheless, due to its scene-adaptive nature, this proxy
geometry is still much more lightweight than MPI while
preserving the ability to render in real time with modern
graphic engines. Some prior works proposed to convert
MPI to MLI with a postprocessing procedure, based on a
heuristic [2, 19]. Unlike them, we perform this conversion
end-to-end, using the techniques applied in the StereoLay-
eres [15] paper to the case of only two input frames.

Recently, several methods [46, 3, 38, 42, 4, 36] have at-
tempted to estimate the implicit 3D representation from in-
put images in the form of a neural radiance field [24]. How-
ever, massive queries to the neural network at inference time
result in slow rendering speed. Moreover, IBRNet [42] addi-
tionally applied the self-attention operation along the ray to
estimate the volumetric density of the points, further slow-
ing the speed. Another group of methods [44, 30, 35, 25]
improved the speed of querying and training convergence
for a single scene, but these approaches have not been gen-
eralized to new scenes. In contrast, our system allows
rendering novel views at higher speed while generalizing
across various scenes.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the proposed SIMPLI model. Our multistage system consists of 4 steps: ① a preliminary multiplane representation
(MPI) is initialized and ② refined with an error correction step. Afterwards, ③ MPI is converted to the multilayer geometry (MLI), which
is again passed through an error correction procedure ④. The whole pipeline is implemented in the coarse-to-fine manner.

3. Preliminaries

MPI representation. MPI represents a scene with a se-
quence of P planes, placed in the frustum of a pinhole cam-
era, referred to as a reference camera. We construct a virtual
reference camera by averaging the poses of the source cam-
eras [22]. These P planes are placed with uniform disparity
in the predefined depth range, which depends on the prepro-
cessing of the dataset. In our experiments P = 40.

Each plane has a semitransparent RGBA texture of res-
olution h × w, disregarding its depth. To render the fi-
nal image using this representation, the planes’ textures
are “projected” to the novel camera pose using homogra-
phy warping and composed-over w.r.t. their opacities [28].
Therefore, rendering an arbitrary number of new images is
fast and does not involve any neural networks. The critical
question here is how to estimate the textures of the planes.
Typically, this is done by processing a plane-sweep volume
(PSV).

Building the PSV. Here we define the procedure of building
a plane-sweep volume PSV = unproj

(
{Fi}Vi=1, h, w

)
,

given a set of V source feature tensors {Fi}Vi=1 consisting of
C channels and the resolution of MPI planes h×w. The fea-
tures {Fi} may coincide with the source images {Ii} or be
the outputs of some encoding network. To construct the vol-
ume, each of the feature tensors is “unprojected” onto the
planes with homography warping. The result of the proce-
dure unproj is a tensor of shape V ×P×C×h×w. Infor-
mally speaking, to obtain MPI from the built PSV, we need
to “reduce” the V axis, i.e. to aggregate all source features,
and subsequently convert them to RGBA domain [48, 7].

Attention pooling. Attention pooling [18] is a modification
of a standard QKV-attention module [41], where queries are
represented with trainable vectors called anchors, indepen-
dent of input, while keys and values are equal to input vec-

tors. This operation allows to compress an arbitrary number
of inputs to the predefined number of outputs.

4. Method

4.1. Overview

① Initialization. First, we process each of the V source
views with a feature extractor based on the feature pyra-
mid architecture Eθ : Ii 7→ F ′

i yielding V tensors of the
same resolution H ×W as original images. Each tensor F ′

i

is concatenated with Ii channel-wise, providing a feature
tensor Fi. The features {Fi}i are used to build the plane-
sweep volume PSV 0 of resolution H

4 × W
4 with P planes.

The volume serves as input for the aggregation module T0

(described below). The output of this module is an initial
version of MPI in the feature domain, denoted as fMPI 0.

② Correction of MPI. Then we conduct an error correc-
tion step. We project fMPI 0 on the source cameras at res-
olution of H

2 × W
2 and compute the difference with fea-

ture tensors {Fi}, downsampled to the same size. Us-
ing the “unprojected” tensor of discrepancies of shape
V × P × C × H

2 × W
2 , we update the representation to the

state fMPI 1.

③ Planes-to-layer conversion. At this step, we merge the
P rigid planes of fMPI 1 into L deformable layers (see the
detailed diagram in Supplementary). The procedure is per-
formed in two steps: First, attention pooling (see Sec. 3)
with L anchors is applied along the P axis to aggregate
planes into L groups. The resulting tensor contains tex-
tures in the feature domain for the layers. Second, the
depth maps for the deformable layers are predicted: a self-
attention module is applied along the P axis of fMPI 1 to
predict the pixel-wise opacity for each plane. Then we di-
vide the planes into P

L consecutive groups of equal size,
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#
source
views

Model SWORD Real Forward-Facing Shiny

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓

2

IBRNet 19.024.59 0.540.19 0.350.19 19.133.07 0.570.14 0.320.13 21.893.76 0.670.15 0.240.14

StereoMag 18.713.95 0.530.19 0.290.18 17.222.85 0.470.15 0.310.12 20.113.63 0.580.16 0.190.11

DeepView† 20.414.04 0.640.17 0.220.14 20.463.00 0.650.13 0.200.08 22.963.73 0.720.14 0.120.07

SIMPLI-4L 20.783.83 0.640.16 0.230.15 20.463.00 0.650.13 0.200.08 22.963.73 0.720.14 0.120.07

SIMPLI-8L 20.843.76 0.640.16 0.220.14 21.173.09 0.690.12 0.160.06 23.593.27 0.760.12 0.100.05

5

IBRNet 22.793.92 0.710.15 0.220.12 22.693.35 0.730.10 0.190.08 25.293.30 0.800.09 0.130.07

LLFF 19.563.19 0.520.17 0.330.11 21.763.02 0.720.10 0.200.07 23.312.74 0.750.11 0.160.05

DeepView† 21.993.85 0.730.14 0.180.12 23.112.86 0.760.10 0.130.05 24.993.24 0.810.09 0.090.04

SIMPLI-4L 22.953.01 0.740.12 0.170.13 23.373.12 0.780.09 0.120.05 25.472.73 0.830.07 0.080.03

SIMPLI-8L 23.103.09 0.750.11 0.170.12 23.583.06 0.790.09 0.110.04 25.472.64 0.830.07 0.070.03

8

IBRNet 24.513.16 0.770.10 0.180.07 23.983.31 0.780.09 0.160.06 26.272.80 0.830.07 0.110.05

LLFF 21.223.15 0.590.17 0.280.10 22.913.08 0.770.08 0.170.05 24.292.83 0.780.10 0.140.05

DeepView† 22.713.60 0.770.11 0.160.09 23.792.49 0.800.07 0.110.03 25.712.75 0.840.07 0.070.03

SIMPLI-4L 24.023.37 0.780.11 0.160.10 23.862.87 0.800.08 0.100.03 26.032.36 0.850.05 0.070.02

SIMPLI-8L 24.323.37 0.790.11 0.150.10 23.812.66 0.810.07 0.100.03 26.052.29 0.850.05 0.060.02

Table 1. Results of evaluation on the hold-out test part of SWORD (30 scenes), RFF dataset (8 scenes) [23], and Shiny dataset (8
scenes) [44]. V denotes the number of source views. MPI representation for both LLFF and DeepView† consists of 40 planes. The
dagger † indicates our re-implementation of the model. Note that the difference in metrics between our model and IBRNet is most often
not significant due to the large std (indicated by subscripts), while SIMPLI produces a more compact representation, suitable for real-time
rendering.

Model PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
IBRNet 27.022.09 0.840.05 0.110.03

DeepView 29.522.92 0.900.06 0.050.01

DeepView† 28.542.35 0.890.04 0.050.02

SIMPLI-4L 27.731.86 0.870.04 0.070.02

SIMPLI-8L 28.011.88 0.880.04 0.060.01

Table 2. Results of evaluation on the test part of Spaces dataset (10
scenes, large baseline) [7]. The number of source views equals 4.
DeepView (original) and DeepView† (our modification) both em-
ploy 40 planes while SIMPLI produces only 4-8 layers. For this
dataset one needs to trade off quality for representation compact-
ness.

and the depths of the planes are overcomposed within each
group with predicted opacities. This produces L depth maps
which do not intersected each other by design. Third, to ob-
tain a mesh from each depth map, we treat each pixel of
the map as a vertex and connect it to the six nearby vertices
(top, right, bottom-right, bottom, left, top-left) with edges.
Therefore, each quad (2 × 2 block of pixels) is converted
into two triangle faces. The obtained multilayer representa-
tion is denoted as fMLI0 .

④ Correction of MLI. After the multilayer geometry
fMLI0 is obtained, we perform the correction step simi-
lar to ②, increasing the resolution of our representation to
H × W . Since the multilayer representation is relatively
lightweight, it is possible to perform multiple error correc-
tion steps at this stage before obtaining the final represen-

tation. The number of such steps is denoted as τ . The in-
fluence of these additional steps is discussed in the ablation
study below. The updated state fMLI τ is converted from
the feature domain to RGBA, and we refer to this final state
as MLI . Examples of the resulting representations are pre-
sented in Fig. 1.

4.2. Error correction

Here we provide more details on the error correction pro-
cedure. It consists of computing the discrepancy with the
input views and updating the representation based on this
information. This procedure is performed similarly for MPI
and MLI, therefore we assume the case of MPI for simplic-
ity. Also we slightly abuse the notation in comparison with
the previous subsection, as the described procedure does
not depend on the exact step of our pipeline. The detailed
schemes of all the steps are provided in Supplementary.
Discrepancy computation. Let fMPI (MPI in the feature
domain) of the shape P ×C×h×w be the input of the pro-
cedure. We use an RGBA decoder to predict RGB color and
opacity from features. RGBA decoder is implemented with
a fully connected network, applied to each of P × h × w
positions independently. The predicted color and opacity
are concatenated with the original fMPI along the channel
axis before rendering on the source cameras. After render-
ing, we obtain tensors {F̂i}Vi=1 of resolution h′×w′, which
is the target resolution for the error computation. Then we
compute the pixel-wise difference between the original fea-
ture tensor and the rendered view. These discrepancies are
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“unprojected” back onto the planes and serve as input to the
aggregating block. Weights of the aggregating blocks and
RGBA decoders are not shared between different steps of
the pipeline.

In case of MPI, rendering is done with homography
warping, while MLI requires the usage of a differentiable
renderer [17]. Additionally, in case of MLI, the unproj
operation “unprojects” the inputs on the predefined de-
formable layers instead of rigid planes. As the correction of
MLI is done in full resolution, for the sake of memory con-
sumption, we do not concatenate features to the predicted
color before rendering and compute an error in the RGB
domain only.

“Unprojection” on the deformable layers. In our pipeline
the resolution of the depth maps and textures of layers are
equal. Therefore, there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between the vertices of the mesh layers and the texels with
integer coordinates. To “unproject” a feature tensor, related
to the certain source view, to the deformable layers, we
project each vertex on that view using the pinhole camera
model and take the feature value from the given tensor with
bilinear grid sampling. This operation does not require us
to use any differentiable renderer.

Aggregating modules. The aggregating module Tθ re-
ceives the current state fMPI of shape P ×C×h′×w′ and
the unprojected discrepancies PSV of the shape V × P ×
(3 + C)× h′ ×w′ (3 extra channels of PSV correspond to
the output of the RGBA decoder). The self-attention mod-
ule is applied to PSV along the V axis, following by the
attention pooling with a single anchor.

The output of the pooling is concatenated with fMPI
channel-wise, as well as mean and variance calculated along
the same V axis of PSV . The resulting tensor is passed
through convolutional residual blocks [9], and each of the
P planes is processed independently. The output is treated
as a new state of fMPI .

At initialization ①, the aggregating module T0 receives
only the PSV , since there is no previous state of represen-
tation. Therefore, ResNet blocks operate on the output of
the pooling step only. Also, as the resolution is low at this
step, we employ 3D convolutional kernels, while at steps ②
and ④ 2D convolutions are used.

4.3. Training.

The proposed system is trained on the dataset of scenes,
unlike some prior approaches [24, 29, 37, 44] that re-
quire dedicated training per scene. The training pro-
cess of the presented model is typical for NVS pipelines.
First, we sample V source views and use them to con-
struct an MLI representation, as explained above. Then
we render MLI on holdout cameras sampled from the same
scene and compare the generated images {Inj }Nj=1 with the

ground truth images {Igtj }Nj=1 using the pixelwise ℓ1 loss
L1 = 1

3NHW

∑N
j=1 ∥Inj − Igtj ∥1 as well as perceptual loss [13]

Lperc =
1
N

∑N
j=1

∑
t wt∥V GGt

(
Inj

)
− V GGt

(
Igtj

)
∥1, where the

weights wt correspond to the different layers of the VGG
network [33]. To smooth the geometry of the deformable
layers, the total variation loss Ltv is imposed on the depth
of each layer (the loss is computed for each of the L
maps independently). Overall, our loss function is equal
to λ1L1 + λpercLperc + λtvLtv, and by default λ1 = 1,
λperc = 2, λtv = 0.1. We use Adam optimizer [16] with
an initial learning rate equal to 10−4 and cosine annealing
schedule [21]. More details can be found in our released
code.

5. Experiments
5.1. Baselines, datasets and metrics

Baselines. To measure the performance of our system, we
compare it with four baseline models: Stereo magnifica-
tion (StereoMag) [48], LLFF [23], DeepView [7] and the
more recent IBRNet [42]. StereoMag was designed for the
extreme case of only two input views, so we trained this
system on our data in this setting. The authors of LLFF
have not open-sourced the training code for their network,
therefore for the evaluation we use the inference code and
checkpoint of this model provided by its authors.

The source code and checkpoints for the DeepView ap-
proach, which is most close in spirit to ours, were not re-
leased, while the authors admit the model is hard to imple-
ment [7]. However, they have shared the results of their
model trained on the Spaces dataset [7]. Therefore, we
compare our approach with theirs on this data. To make the
comparison more fair, we train a special modification of our
SIMPLI model called DeepView† (marked with dagger),
which does not convert planes to layers and instead per-
forms several error correction steps for the initial 40 planes.

Although the recently presented NeX model [44] outper-
forms LLFF and DeepView by a significant margin, we do
not consider this approach as our baseline since it requires
the full training procedure for each new scene which is far
from our setting.

The authors of IBRNet evaluated its quality with and
without fine-tuning for new scenes and concluded that their
model shows the best results after additional per-scene op-
timization. However, for a fair comparison among meth-
ods, we do not fine-tune the IBRNet network and, there-
fore, measure the ability to generalize for all considered sys-
tems. We have tried to fit IBRNet on our training data, but
obtained significantly worse results than the released pre-
trained model: PSNR on our holdout dataset equals 17.61
vs 22.69 for the released checkpoint. We suggest that this
discrepancy is mostly due to the different sampling strategy
of training camera poses, as well as more complex structure
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Figure 3. Comparison on a scene from the hold-out RFF dataset. In this experiment 8 source views were provided to all the models.
Outputs of IBRNet and LLFF models are more blurry than results produced by SIMPLI (ours). As expected, using more layers in the MLI
representation leads to better performance: note the bones of a T-Rex.

of our training dataset. Therefore, for the evaluation pur-
poses, we stick to the pre-trained weights provided by the
authors of IBRNet.

Training set. For training, we used 1,800 scenes from the
training part of SWORD dataset [15]. The pipeline of data
preparation was similar to that described in [48]. The source
and novel poses are randomly sampled from the continuous
range of frames within a scene, and the number of source
images V varied from 2 to 8. To compare with DeepView,
we also trained our models on the Spaces set (91 scenes).

Validation set. To validate various configurations of our

model (see Sec. 5.2 for the list), we measured their qual-
ity on Real Forward-Facing data, referred to as RFF (40
scenes) [23] and a subsample (18 scenes) of data released
with IBRNet paper, as well as Shiny dataset (8 scenes) [44].

Test set. Since IBRNet was trained on a mixture of datasets,
including part of the RFF data and RealEstate10K [48], for
the test set we selected 8 RFF scenes that IBRNet did not
see and 8 scenes from the Shiny dataset [44]. We repeat the
evaluation 20 times to compute the standard deviation. The
resolution of test images equals 384×512. Additionally, we
report the results of different methods on 38 scenes from the
test part of SWORD.
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Figure 4. Increasing the number of source views results in better
performance of the proposed SIMPLI model.

Sampling test views. We follow the evaluation protocol
of DeepView, but extend it from photos taken from a cam-
era rig to frames sampled from a short monocular video.
Initially, a range of subsequent frames is chosen from the
scene video, and afterward, source and novel cameras are
sampled from this range without replacement.

In contrast, the authors of IBRNet selected the source
camera poses for each novel pose as the nearest ones from
the whole video to estimate the radiance field. Therefore,
the scenario of DeepView looks more realistic for real-life
applications, although this setup was not investigated for
other baseline methods we have chosen. In addition, this
setting also evaluates the robustness of different methods
since it involves both the interpolation and extrapolation
regimes.

Metrics. For evaluation, we employ several common met-
rics: perceptual similarity (LPIPS) [47], peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR), and structural similarity (SSIM). Be-
fore computing the metrics, we take central crops from the
predicted and ground-truth images, preserving 90% of the
image area, since the methods, based on MPI and MLI ge-
ometry, cannot fill the area outside the reference camera
frustum [43]. To measure human preference, we showed
pairs of videos to users of a crowdsourcing platform. Within
each pair, a virtual camera was following the same pre-
defined trajectory, and the assessors were to answer the
question of which of the candidates looked more realistic
(method known as 2AFC). For user study, entire set of RFF
data (40 scenes), 18 scenes from the data released in IBRNet
paper [42], and the Shiny dataset (8 scenes) were used. For
each scene we generated two trajectories: rotation around
the scene center (as in the IBRNet demo) and a spiral-like
path with camera moving forward and backward. 800 dif-
ferent workers participated in the study, each pair was as-
sessed by 40 of them.

Configuration 5 source views 8 source views

PSNR ↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
w/o perceptual loss 24.163.06 0.790.09 0.130.06 24.582.98 0.800.08 0.130.05
w/o attention pooling 23.673.11 0.770.10 0.120.05 24.093.04 0.790.09 0.110.05
w/o error correction 21.324.15 0.690.12 0.160.05 22.133.12 0.700.11 0.140.05
τ = 0 (④ omitted) 23.154.01 0.760.11 0.120.05 23.923.27 0.780.11 0.110.05
τ = 1 (less steps) 23.733.16 0.780.10 0.110.05 24.163.08 0.790.09 0.110.04
τ = 2 (less steps) 23.903.13 0.790.09 0.110.05 24.303.04 0.800.08 0.110.04
L = 2 (fewer layers) 23.413.20 0.770.10 0.120.06 23.763.13 0.780.09 0.120.05
L = 8 (more layers) 23.963.10 0.790.09 0.110.05 24.393.00 0.800.08 0.100.04
default model 23.793.14 0.780.10 0.110.05 24.213.05 0.790.09 0.110.05

Table 3. Ablation study. The default model contains P = 40
planes at intermediate steps and L = 4 layers in the final MLI
representation. τ is the number of correction steps at stage ④, by
default τ = 3. Note that a model without correction steps both
at stages ② and ④ demonstrates the worst performance. Despite
removal of perceptual loss improves PSNR and SSIM, the results
get blurry which leads to worse LPIPS value. Increasing the num-
ber of layers predictably raises the quality of results. Subscripts
indicate the standard deviation.

Model # params,
mln

Building
representation, sec

Rendering
speed, fps

IBRNet 9.0 – ∼ 0.4
LLFF 0.7 31.3 ∼ 60
DeepView† 1.7 65.4 ∼ 80
SIMPLI-4L 1.9 9.6 ∼ 200
SIMPLI-8L 2.0 10.6 ∼ 120

Table 4. Rendering speed for 8 source views at resolution of
768× 1024. For all methods except IBRNet, we measure the time
of representation building and rendering separately, as IBRNet re-
quires forward pass of a neural network for each new frame, while
other models may be used with graphics engines. DeepView† was
implemented by us. Measurements are provided for NVIDIA P40
GPU.

5.2. Model configurations

The number of planes P in the preliminary MPI rep-
resentation equals 40, and the default number of layers is
L = 4, unless other values are explicitly specified, i.e.
SIMPLI-8L denotes the architecture with L = 8 deformable
layers. The modification called DeepView† does not con-
vert planes to layers (i.e. step ③ is omitted), and step ④ is
performed for MPI as well as ②.

We conducted an ablation study to evaluate the signifi-
cance of different parts of our SIMPLI system and choose
the best configuration. For this purpose, we trained versions
of our model on two NVIDIA P40 GPUs for 90,000 itera-
tions. Tab. 3 shows that an increase in the number of cor-
recting steps can slightly improve quality. As expected, per-
ceptual loss is important for the quality of high-frequency
details measured by LPIPS. Using less layers worsens the
model performance as well, while adding more layers or
correction steps boosts the quality. This may be caused
by the employed algorithm of converting planes to layers.
We are going to explore alternative schemes to improve the
performance of the SIMPLI model in future. Additionally,
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Fig. 4 demonstrates that a greater number of source views
fed to the model results in better quality.

5.3. Main results

To compare our approach with baselines, we train SIM-
PLI on 8 P40 GPUs for 500,000 iterations (approximately 5
days) with an effective batch size of 8. The main results are
reported in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. SIMPLI outperforms LLFF
and typically is better than IBRNet, although in some cases
obtaining slightly worse PSNR. This result may come from
the fact that IBRNet was trained with ℓ2 loss only, corre-
sponding to PSNR (c.f . Tab. 3), while our model used per-
ceptual loss. This is a clear advantage of our approach that
it allows the training on patches large enough to use VGG-
based losses, while IBRNet is trained on sparsely sampled
pixels due to higher memory consumption. As reported in
Tab. 4, SIMPLI allows for orders of magnitude faster ren-
dering than IBRNet. While rendering in real time is also
possible for LLFF, the quality it obtains is poor according
to Tab. 1.

We observe that due to the large standard deviations,
none of the models except DeepView outperforms SIMPLI
by a statistically significant margin. Comparison of SIMPLI
with DeepView† and original DeepView shows that there
is a clear trade-off between quality and compactness on
Spaces data, while on other datasets SIMPLI is consistently
better. At the same time, SIMPLI provides a much more
compact representation than DeepView: 4 layers against 40
planes.

Fig. 3 provides a qualitative comparison of different ap-
proaches, demonstrating that the proposed model has fewer
artifacts in most cases. Although the metrics do not show
a significant difference between the models considered, the
study of human preference demonstrates the decisive ad-
vantage of SIMPLI over recently proposed baselines: our
model achieves 81% compared to LLFF and 79% against
IBRNet. See the supplementary text and the accompanying
video for more qualitative results.

5.4. Limitations

Although our model provides good quality of results in
most cases, it still struggles from some limitations. First,
similar to StereoMag, LLFF, StereoLayers and other meth-
ods which produce only the RGBA textures for the em-
ployed scene representation, SIMPLI cannot plausibly re-
construct view-dependent effects, e.g. specular reflections.
One possible way to address this drawback is to predict the
spherical harmonic coefficients instead of RGB color (c.f .
NeX [44]), and we leave this for future work. Second, as
shown in Fig. 5 for complicated scenes with fine-grained
details, using as few as four layers is not enough. It is
not immediately clear whether this effect should only be
attributed to the small internal capacity of the representa-

Figure 5. Example of the limitations. The opacity channel of pre-
dicted textures for the layers in the depth range corresponding to
the ground truth position of the stair railing. Left: model with 4
layers, right: model with 8 layers. Obviously, when using too few
layers, the proposed SIMPLI is not capable of faithfully represent-
ing thin objects.

tion with a few layers. Instead, the suboptimal procedure
for converting planes to layers (step ③) may be to blame.
Therefore, searching for a more appropriate merging algo-
rithm, as well as extending the error correction step to the
depth maps, are other ways to improve our model.

6. Conclusion

We presented a method of novel view synthesis called
SIMPLI. It employs a mesh-based scene representation that
consists of a set of non-intersecting semitransparent layers.
RGBA textures for the mesh layers are inferred with a mul-
tistage neural pipeline that refines the representation. Our
network is trained on a dataset of real-life scenes and gener-
alizes well to the unseen data without fine-tuning, allowing
for on-device usage.

Our approach extends existing multiview methods in
three major ways: (i) we propose to use an adaptive and
more compact representation of the scene (4 or 8 layers in-
stead of 40 planes), (ii) we use input frames from the natu-
ral handheld video instead of the calibrated rig, and (iii) the
presented system does not rely on the predefined number
of input views, instead being able to work with an arbitrary
number of source images.

Evaluation shows that SIMPLI outperforms recent state-
of-the-art methods or produces results of similar quality,
while excelling over them in the speed of rendering or the
size of the obtained scene representation.
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